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Brian Sussman tells caller to say 'Allah is a whore [4]'.
KSFO caller suggests bombing Syrian mosques [5].
These are examples of what caused Spocko of Spocko's Brain to write a polite letter to the
advertisers on KSFO, as well as the management, in protest.
What happened is outlined here

[6]

and here [7]. Read it all.

They shut him down. Spocko's Brain is a memory. But we are all Spocko.
Â¡El Gato Negro! posted [8] the files that Tinkerbeotch and Rickey Rat wanted yanked, thanks to
the help of Ripley [9] and encourages everyone to spread it all over cyberspace.
Please note that this is a Fair Use of the material, and posted for non-profit, non-political, and
educational purposes only. No political position is taken on their posting; we report, you decide.
Any appearance of any other purpose is pure coincidence. In fact, you can extend that to this
entire website.
Brian Sussman wants military weapons in his home [10].
Brian Sussman says he doesn't have to tolerate Islam [11].
Brian Sussman says we should cut off detainee fingers and penises [12].
Melanie Morgan and Ann Coulter say liberals should be executed [13].
Coulter and Morgan say Bill Keller should be executed - sound effects by Officer Vic [14].
Brian Sussman says Islam is a false religion [15].
Officer Vic wants to send a hit team after photojournalists [16].

More laughter about Bill Keller in the electric chair [17].
Honky talk-show host is offended because Sen. Obama is a 'halfrican' [18]
Paint a bullseye on Rep. Nancy Pelosi? [19]
More bullseye talk about Rep. Pelosi [20]
Morgan accuses SF Chronicle of 'blacking up' Richard Pombo [21]. Btw, Melanie - how did Pombo
do in that election?
KSFO crew says 'dig up Rachel Carson and kill her again [22]'
Coulter says 'at least they hit some UN peacekeepers [23]'.
Morgan says 'hang the NY Times editors [24]'.
KSFO crew wants to kill liberals [25].
KFSO crew says 'liberal tree should be pruned [26]'.
KSFO crew says liberals should be 'stomped to death' [27].
KSFO crew says 'gonna track that e-mail down and do something unpleasant to his cojones'...
then Melanie does a live spot for Brite Smile [28].
KSFO crew says 'then, attack the NY Times [29]'.
KSFO caller says Bill Keller should be 'lined up and shot'. KSFO crew says 'skip the trial [30]'.
KSFO says 'unpleasant things are going to happen to stupid liberals [31]'
mp3 audio clips in zip [32] (with KSFO contact info)
wma audio clips in zip [33] (with KSFO contact info)
If you have audio/video updates, send them to Rip at ripley@zencabin.com [34]. Thanks!
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